OFFICE OF THE LEGAL ADVISER TASKER

RELEASED IN FULL

Date: 10/24/02

Due Date: ______

FOIA/PA: ______

Border: 200303827 DOJ Doc Req: ______

Other: ______ L Tasker: ______

SUBJECT: Summary of Concluding Your Deputation

Committee Meeting on Detained - 10/11/02

ACTION INFO TASKING DETAILS

L/ACV L/AF Direct Reply (copy to Staff Assist)

L/BA L/CA Action Memo w/Letter for sign

L/CID L/DL Briefing Memo/checklist

L/EAP L/EB Information Memo

L/EMP L/EUR Issue Paper

L/HRR L/LEI Qs & As

L/LM L/NESA Background Paper

L/NP L/OES Harty-Biegun Memo (NSC)

L/PD L/PIL Harty-Libby Memo (OVP)

L/PM L/T Building Blocks

L/UNA L/WHA X For Appropriate Handling

(if response, provide copy)

Document Search

SPECIAL NOTES/INSTRUCTIONS:


ALL TASKERS SHOULD HAVE:

1. Diskette with drafter’s office symbols on it if going to 7th Floor Principals (D, S, P, etc).
2. Clearance page with drafter’s name spelled out in full and signed.
3. DO NOT TYPE DATE. Date will be added after signature.